CSUN provides technology tools, resources, and solutions to take your course to new heights and promote engagement, student success, accessibility, and more!

**PRONTO**
Want to communicate and engage with students in real-time? Pronto provides a chat-like experience that allows for greater interaction.
[csun.edu/it/pronto](csun.edu/it/pronto)

**PANOPTO**
Panopto is a lecture capture service. Record materials beforehand or live. Post materials automatically to Canvas.
[csun.edu/it/panopto](csun.edu/it/panopto)

**GOREACT**
GoReact is for student-created videos to demonstrate skill acquisition. Assign and provide feedback on GoReact projects.
[csun.edu/it/goreact](csun.edu/it/goreact)

**CANVAS STUDIO**
Canvas Studio allows faculty to embed interactivity into videos. Students then interact with the videos, take quizzes, and provide comments.
[csun.edu/it/canvas-studio](csun.edu/it/canvas-studio)

**OTTER.AI**
Otter.ai is an extension to Zoom that allows for computer-generated transcripts for meetings and classes.
[csun.edu/it/otterai](csun.edu/it/otterai)

**HYPOTHES.IS**
Hypothes.is allows for collaborative annotation of documents such as web pages for maximum engagement.
[csun.edu/it/hypothesis](csun.edu/it/hypothesis)

**LABSTER**
Labster provides lab simulations for Biology, Chemistry, and Physics, taking the physical lab to an online experience.
[csun.edu/it/labster](csun.edu/it/labster)

**EQUATIO**
Equatio helps insert equations into Canvas. Equations are accessible to students needing accommodations.
[csun.edu/it/equatio](csun.edu/it/equatio)

Contact the IT Help Center
(818) 677-1400 | csun.edu/it/need-help